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An anisotropic quadratic form 4 is called round if 4 LZ a+ whenever 4 re- 
presents a nontrivially. All round forms over global fields are completely de- 
termined. A generalization of a round form, called a group form, is investigated 
over global fields. 
Pfister’s beautiful theory of multiplicative and strongly multiplicative 
forms has proved to be an important tool in the study of the structure of 
the Witt ring over fields. However, in a great many instances the proofs 
can be refined and simplified by using instead Witt’s recent theory of 
round forms. The main purpose of this paper is: (1) to completely deter- 
mine all round forms over global fields; and (2) to investigate a general- 
ization of a round form, called a “group form,” over global fields and 
to determine how close a group form is to being round. The tools needed 
are, as expected, Hasse’s classical local-global principles. 
We now briefly describe our main results. An anisotropic quadratic 
form 4 of dimension > 2 over a global field (our fields always have 
characteristic 22) is round if and only if dim $ E 0 mod 4, at all real 
spots (if there are any) 4 is a hyperbolic form or is positive definite, and 
det $ = 1. Every round form is a group form, i.e., the nonzero field 
elements it represents are a group. Over a local field, every anisotropic 
group form is round. This is false for global fields (in fact, over a real 
global field, anisotropic group forms exist for every dimension except 
possibly dimension three). Over any global field, there exist three- 
dimensional anisotropic group forms if and only if the field has at least 
two real spots. In the last section we compute for global fields the factor 
group &$/G#J which measures the deviation of an anisotropic group 
form from being round. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Our algebraic number theory terminology and notation is that of [2]. 
Thus, a global$eld F is either an algebraic numberfield (a finite extension 
of the rationals) or an algebraic function field (a finite extension of the 
field of rational functions in one variable over a finite field). We always 
assume the characteristic of F is f2. A spot on F is an equivalence class of 
nontrivial valuations on F (we have no need of the trivial spot). We let QF 
be the set of all (nontrivial) spots on F, If p E 9, then p is either discrete, 
real, or complex. If p is discrete then the completion Fz, of F at p is a local 
field (i.e FD is complete with respect to a discrete valuation and has finite 
residue class field). 
We will often use the following results from [2]. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. If F is a local field then the number of square classes 
is 34, i.e., the group index (p : Pz) > 4 where P is the multiplicative group 
of F [2, 63:9]. 
LOCAL SQUARE THEOREM 1.2. Let F be a local field with respect to 
a valuation ) I and let a E@. Then there is a real number E > 0 such that 
whenever b Ep and j a - b 1 < E then a = bc2 for some CEP [2, 63:la]. 
GLOBAL SQUARE THEOREM 1.3. Let F be a global field and let a E F. 
If a E FQ2 for all but a finite number of spots p E Q, then a E F2 [2, 651151. 
WEAK APPROXIMATION THEOREM 1 A. Let F be a global$eld and let 
pi (1 < i < m) be distinct spots on F. Let ai E F and let pi contain the 
valuation / Ii for each i. Then for each E > 0 there exists a E F such that 
) a - ai Ii < E for each i [2, 11:8]. 
Our notation and terminology for quadratic forms is generally that 
of [l]. Our quadratic forms (usually just called “forms”) are assumed 
to be nondegenerate. Every n-dimensional quadratic form 4 (we write 
dim 4 = n) is equivalent to a diagonal quadratic form (a, ,..., a,) with the 
ai EZ? In this situation we write C$ = (a, ,..., a,) (when no confusion can 
occur, we replace the equivalence symbol g by equality). A form is called 
isotropic if it represents 0 nontrivially and is called anisotropic otherwise. 
A form 4 is called hyperbolic if 
f$ = i X (1, -1) = (1, -1) 0 a** @ (1, -1) (i times). 
Every form C$ can be written uniquely as 9 = H 0 $‘, where H is a 
hyperbolic form and 4’ is the anisotropic part of c$. The Witt index of 4 
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is then the integer j such that H = j x (1, -1). If 4 = (a, ,..., a,) and 
a = a, *.. a, then we define det 4 = al? E@/@. We often simply write 
det $ = a where a is unique modulo squares. 
We define D$ to be the set of all elements of F that are represented 
nontrivially by (b. We define B4 = 04 - (0). Thus, 04 = 34 if and 
only if I# is anisotropic. If 4 is anisotropic we call C# round if $ s a+ 
for all a E 04. If 4 is isotropic we call 4 round if C# is hyperbolic. It is 
easy to show that if C#I is round then r>$ is a subgroup of p. Thus an 
anisotropic form C$ is round if and only if &j = G$ where G$ is the 
group of all c E@ such that c$ s 4. A one- or two-dimensional form is 
round if and only if it represents 1 [l, p. 231. If C$ is an odd-dimensional 
round form with dim 4 > 1 then the field F must be real (i.e., -1 is not 
a sum of squares in E’) and Pythagorean (i.e., every sum of squares is a 
square) and rj = (I,..., 1) [ 1, p. 241. 
If 4 is a quadratic form on a global field F we let 4, denote the cor- 
responding form on F, . We often use the following facts from [2] about 
quadratic forms over local and global fields. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Zf F is a IocalJield then there exists a unique four- 
dimensional anisotropic form 4 over F. Furthermore, det 4 = 1, and (b is 
universal. Thus, every jive-dimensionalform over F is isotropic [2,63:11 and 
63:15(i)]. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Zf $ is a two-dimensional anisotropic form over a 
local field F and tf 4 represents 1, then 04 is a subgroup of index 2 in P 
[2, 63:15(ii)]. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. Let 4 be a form over a global field F, and let a E F. 
Then I$ represents a if and only tf 4, represents a for all p E Qr . Also, $ is 
isotropic if and only if 4, is isotropic for allp E 52, [2, 66~3 and 66:1]. 
Remark 1.8. Let F be a global field. Then F is real if and only if F 
is an algebraic number field having at least one real spot. This follows 
from Propositions 1.5 and 1.7. 
2. ROUND FORMS OVER LOCAL AND GLOBAL FIELDS 
In this section we completely determine all round forms over local and 
global fields. We also show that round forms and strongly multiplicative 
forms are the same over local and nonreal global fields, but not over real 
algebraic number fields. 
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We recall that an isotropic form over any field is round if and only if it 
is hyperbolic. A one- or two-dimensional form over any field is round if 
and only if it represents 1. Thus, we need consider only anisotropic forms 
of dimension >2. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let # be anisotropic over a local jield F, and let 
dim 4 > 2. Then 4 is round iSand only if $ is the unique four-dimensional 
anisotropic form over F. 
Proof. The form 5 x (1) is isotropic and hence represents - 1. Thus, 
F is nonreal so there is no odd-dimensional round form over F except 
(0 Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. IfF is a globalfield then there is no odd-dimensional 
round form of dimension > 1 over F. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove F is non-Pythagorean. Consider the 
form 4 = 5 x (I) over F. We will show rj represents a nonsquare. Let p 
be a discrete spot on F. Then q3, is universal by Proposition 1.5 
so by Proposition 1.1, & represents a nonsquare a E F, . Write 
a = aI2 + *** + ah2 with the ai E F,, . Approximate the ai by bi E F and 
let b = b12 + **. + bS2 E 04. By the local square theorem, we can obtain 
b E ap2 and so b $pp2. Thus, 4 represents the nonsquare b. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let p be a discrete or real spot on the global field F and 
let $ be a two-dimensionalform over F which is anisotropic over Fp . Then 
for each c E r’, I$ r # over Fa if and only if (1, det 16> represents c over 10, . 
In particular c# z z,h over F9 does not hold for some c E fl. 
Proof. Write zj = (x, x det #) with x ~fi. The first statement is clear 
since over F, , I$ z tj if and only if 4 represents cx. Now by Proposition 
1.6, there exists b E@,, such that (1, det #) does not represent b over F, 
(this is clear for real p). Now approximate b by an element c E &’ and use 
the local square theorem. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let 4 be an anisotropic form over the globalfield F and let 
dim 4 > 2. Then 4 is round if and only if: (1) dim $ = 0 mod 4, (2) at all 
reaI spots (if there are any) 4 is a hyperbolic form or is positive dejinite, 
and (3) det 4 = 1. This last condition may be replaced by the following: 
(3’) at every discrete spot p, 4, has maximal or minimal Witt index (i.e., 
dim t&’ is 0 or 4, where C&I is the anisotropic part of 4). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2 we may assume dim # is even. 
We first show that if $ is round then for all discretep, dim &,’ is 0 or 4. 
641/5/s-3 
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Assume dim $$’ = 2 for some discrete p. Write $, = H @ &,’ with H 
hyperbolic. Let b E@. Then 4, represents b so (as in the proof of 
Proposition 2.2) (b represents an element a E F where we can make a as 
close to b as we wish. By the local square theorem, a$, g bqb, . Now $ 
round implies 5, g a$ so $2, g b$D , and, thus, $D’ z b$,’ for all b E&. 
This contradicts Lemma 2.3, 
We now show that if 4 is round then dim 4 = 0 mod 4. If not, then 
dim rj >, 6 and for each discrete p, 4p = m, x (1, -1) @ d9’ with 
m, odd and dim $a1 = 0 or 4. Thus, det $n = - 1 for all discrete p so by 
the global square theorem, det #J = - 1. Then 4 is isotropic at all real 
spots (if there are any) so 4 is isotropic. But 4 was assumed to be aniso- 
tropic. 
We have thus shown that if 4 is round then dim 4 = 0 mod 4 and 
det + = 1 (by the global square theorem). Clearly if 4 is round then 4 
is hyperbolic or positive definite for all real spots. 
Now assume dim 4 = 0 mod 4, 4s is hyperbolic or positive definite 
for all real spots, and det $ = 1. Then if p is discrete, dim +V’ = 0 or 4 
(if dim dp’ = 2 then 1 = det 4 = - det $B’ would imply 9hp’ is a 
hyperbolic plane [2, 42:9]). Let c E a#. Then c$)~ G 4, for all p ~0~ 
(the set of all nontrivial spots on F) so cd s 4 and 4 is round. Q.E.D. 
Remark 2.5. Thus over a nonreal global field or a local field, a 
four-dimensional form 4 is round if and only if det 4 = 1. However, 
this is false for real algebraic number fields since 4 x (- 1) is not round. 
Remark 2.6. Our results show that if F is a local or global field and 
dim 4 < 4 then 4 is round if and only if 4 is strongly multiplicative in 
the sense of Pfister (see [ 1, Section 21 for this terminology). The same holds 
over local and nonreal global fields even if dim $ > 4 since over any 
field, an isotropic form is round if and only if it is strongly multiplicative. 
However, if F is a real algebraic number field, there are many round 
forms that are not strongly multiplicative (over any field, however, 
strongly multiplicative forms are always round). For let n 3 4, 
n = 0 mod 4. The form n x (1) is clearly round, but it is strongly 
multiplicative if and only if n is a power of 2. Even if n is a power of 2 
(with n > 4) there are n-dimensional round forms that are not strongly 
multiplicative, as we now show. Let p be a fixed discrete spot. By [2, 72: 1 
and 63:23], there exists an n-dimensional form $ over F such that 
det r#~ = 1 and dim &,’ = 4 and t$ is positive definite at all real spots. 
Thus 4 is round, but 4 is not strongly multiplicative since 4, is not. 
Remark 2.7. Theorem 2.4 shows that if a quadratic form 4 of any 
dimension is round over a global field F then $p’ is round for all spots p 
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(we consider the empty form round). The converse is clearly false if we 
allow 4 to be isotropic (consider 4 = (1, - 1, 1, a) with a $ -P2). We 
now show that the converse is false even for anisotropic 6. 
LetabeanonsquareinF,andlet~=(l,--I,l,--a).Letp,(i= 1,2) 
be discrete spots at which a is a square (see [2, 65:19]). By [2, 72:1], there 
is a four-dimensional form 4 over F with det 4 = a, 4 E 4 at all spots 
exceptp, and pz , and 4 is anisotropic at p1 andp, (note that by [2, 63:20], 
4 and # have different Hasse symbols at the p,). Then 4 is anisotropic 
and ds’ is round for all spots p but 4 is not round because det 4 # 1. 
Note. [2, 72:1] is stated for algebraic number fields but the proof 
goes through exactly the same for any global field if we use the fact that 
the Hilbert reciprocity law holds for all global fields due to the Reciprocity 
Law of global class field theory. (See E. Artin and J. Tate, “Class Field 
Theory,” Harvard Univ. Press, Cambridge, M4, 1961.) 
3. GROUP FORMS OVER LOCAL AND GLOBAL FIELDS 
Recall that I# is called a group form if B$ is a group. Every round form 
is a group form (Section 1). Over global fields, however, there are many 
more group forms than round forms. First of all, an isotropic form is 
always a group form, but it is round if and only if it is hyperbolic. If F is 
a nonreal global field (or a local field) and dim 4 3 4 then 4 is universal 
and is thus a group form. If F is a real algebraic number field and 
dim $ > 4, it is easy to show $ is a group form if and only if at all real 
spots, 4 is isotropic or positive definite (see Proposition 3.2). Over any 
field, a one- or two-dimensional form is a group form if and only if it is 
round (since every group form represents 1). 
Thus, over global fields, only the three-dimensional anisotropic group 
forms cause difficulty. We show that such forms exist if and only if the 
global field has at least two real spots (see Theorem 3.4). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let q5 be an anisotropic form over a local jield F. 
Then + is a group form if and only if C$ is round. Thus by Proposition 2.1, 
there is no three-dimensional anisotropic group form over F. 
Proof. Dimensions 1, 2, and 4 are easy. Now suppose there exists an 
anisotropic three-dimensional group form 4. Write + = (1, a, b). Let 
qb = (1, a). By [2, 63:15(ii)], D$ is a subgroup of index 2 in &‘. Also 
D# # Dc# by Kneser’s lemma [I, 0.171 (note F is nonreal because 5 x (1) 
is isotropic). Thus, DqS = P since 04 is a group. Thus, 4 represents 
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-ab so 4 = (-ab) 0 $1 where det & = -1. Thus, $1 z (1, -1) 
which is absurd. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let C$ be a form over a global field F. Then q5 is a 
group form if and only if $, is a group form for all spots p. Thus, tf F is a 
real algebraic number field and dim rj 3 4, then C# is a group form tf and 
only tf at all real spots, $ is isotropic or positive defikite. 
Proof. First, assume 4 is a group form. Clearly for real p, 4, cannot 
be negative definite and so +B is a group form. For discrete p, we will 
show B#I~ = (B$)&,z which is a group. Clearly the right side is contained 
in the left side. Now let a E B+9 . By the weak approximation theorem 
and the local square theorem, 4 represents b E F with b = ac2(c E PJ. 
Thus, a E (L+~J) PV2. 
Now assume that all $, are group forms. If dim 4 = 1 or 2 then each 
+9 represents 1 and so 4 represents 1 and is a group form. Now let 
dim rj >, 3. Then for all discrete p, & is universal by Proposition 3.1. 
For real p, #Jo is isotropic or positive definite. Thus by Proposition 1.7, 
a+ consists of all elements of P which are positive at all real spots where 
4 is positive definite (if F is a nonreal global field then r>$ = P). Thus, 
&$ is a group. Q.E.D. 
To study three-dimensional group forms over global fields we need the 
following lemma. Recall that the Hilbert symbol ((a, b)/p) is defined to be 
1 if (a, b) represents 1 over F,, and -1 otherwise. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let T be a nonempty set consisting of an even number of 
real spots on a real algebraic numberjeld F. Then there are infinitely many 
d EP, all in dyerent cosets of PJP2, such that the Hilbert symbol 
((-d,-l)/p)is--Iforallp~Tandis1forallp~Q,-T. 
Proof F is non-Pythagorean (proof of Proposition 2.2) so there is a 
nonsquare x E II)(l, 1). Now (x, - 1) represents 1 so the Hilbert symbol 
((x, -1)/p) = 1 for all spots p. By [2, 71:19 and 71:19a], there is at least 
one d with the desired properties. Since 
((--x4 --II/P) = ((-4 --l)/~Nx, --lYp) = N-4 --lYp) 
[2, p. 1661, we will be done if we can show a(1, 1) contains an infinite 
number of square classes. 
Let 1c, = (1, 1). By [2, 63: lS(ii)], B#, is a subgroup of index 1 or 2 in 
kp for all discrete p. Now (pS : PV2) 3 4 for p discrete by (1 .l) so r>& 
contains at least two square classes. As in the proof of (2.2) we see that 4 
represents an element x which is a square at a prescribed finite set of 
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discrete spots and is a nonsquare at another prescribed finite set of 
discrete spots. Thus, r># contains an infinite number of square classes. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let F be a globaljield. There exists a three-dimensional 
anisotropic group form over F if and only if F is a real algebraic number 
field with at least two reaI spots. If there exists such a form then there 
exist infinitely many inequivalent such forms. 
Proof. By Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, a three-dimensional form over F 
is a group form if and only if it is isotropic at all discrete spots and 
isotropic or positive definite at all real spots (if there are any). Thus by 
Proposition 1.7, we may assume F is a real algebraic number field. 
Let F have at least two real spots. Let #I = (1, 1, d) with d and T as in 
Lemma 3.3. By [2, 58:6 and 58:3], 4, is isotropic if and only if 
N-4 -111~) = 1 (P is any spot on F). Thus, I$ is anisotropic at all spots 
in T and C$ is isotropic at all other spots (hence, at all discrete spots). 
So I$ is a group form. By Lemma 3.3, there are infinitely many inequivalent 
such 4. 
Now let F have only one real spot. Using the above arguments, if 4 
is a group form then since 4 represents 1 we can write 4 = (1, -a, -b) 
for a, b E P such that ((a, b)/p) = 1 at all discrete spots. By the Hilbert 
reciprocity law [2, 71:18], this forces ((a, b)/p) = 1 at the real spot, so rj 
is isotropic at all spots and hence is isotropic. Q.E.D. 
4. THE FACTOR GROUP b#/G# 
We recall that an anisotropic form I$ is round if and only if a$ = G$ 
where G4 is the group of all a E&’ such that a$ z C$ Thus, if 4 is an 
anisotropic group form, the factor group D$/lG$ measures how far 4 
is from being round (note that 04 1 G# because 4 represents 1). 
Since group forms and round forms are the same over any field when 
the dimension is 1 or 2, and for any dimension when anisotropic over 
local fields, in this section we chiefly consider a group form 4 of dimension 
23 over a global field F. In this situation, D+ is the set of all a EP such 
that a > 0 at all real spots where 4 is anisotropic (by Propositions 1.7, 
3.1, and 3.2. Thus, if 4 is isotropic or if Fis a nonreal global field, Dc$ = 4. 
We will describe Grj in this situation and determine when D#/G+ is finite. 
We will show that if &JGtj is finite then the group index (I>+ : G#) = 2i 
with 0 < i < the number of real spots on F. Thus, D$/G# is either 
infinite or a direct sum of i copies of a group of order 2 (note that G+ Z-T;“>. 
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PROPOSITION 4.1. If 4 is an odd-dimensional form over any field F then 
G$ = p2. Thus, if dim $ is odd and is 33 and 4 is a group form over the 
globaljeld F, then o$/G$ is infinite. 
Proof. If a+ E I$ then det(a$) = det C$ so a is a square. The weak 
approximation theorem and the local square theorem complete the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
Notation 4.2. If + is a group form of dimension >3 over a real 
algebraic number field F we define g$ to be the set of all elements of F 
that are positive at all real spots where I$ is not a hyperbolic form. If F 
is a nonreal global field we define g+ = l? 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 4 be a group form over a global field F with 
dim 4 = 0 mod 4. If det 4 = 1 then G$ = g+ and &//Gc$ isfinite and C$ 
has even Witt index 30. If det 4 # 1 then Gc$ = g$ CT D(l, - det C#J) 
and BqbjG$ is infinite. 
Proof. First assume det I$ = 1. Let a EF. If p is a discrete spot on F 
then r& (the anisotropic part of 4,) has dimension 0 or 4 (since otherwise 
we would have det &’ = -1) and so a$, g &, . If p is real and &, is 
hyperbolic then aq5, r I$, . If p is real and r&, is not hyperbolic then 
a&, s &, if and only if a > 0 in F, . Thus, G$ = gq8 and the group 
index (&#J : Gc$) = 2t where t is the number of real spots at which + is 
isotropic but not hyperbolic (if F is a nonreal global field then lirj = G$). 
If the Witt index of $ were odd we would have 4 = H @ 4’ with 
dim 4’ = 2 mod 4 and det 4’ = -1. This is impossible by Propositions 
1.5 and 1.7. 
Now assume det 4 # 1. Let d = det 4. We first show G+ C 
g$ A D(1, -d). Let c E G4. Then c$, g q$, at all spots p. Thus, c E g$. 
Let # = (1, -d). We must show c E D$p for all p. If p is real and $, 
hyperbolic then d E&‘,~ so c E DJ,I!J~ . If p is real and 4, is not hyperbolic 
then c > 0 in F, so c E D$, . If p is discrete and d ~~~~ then clearly 
CEDG,. If p is discrete and d $Ppz then since dim $D’ = 2 and 
det $a’ = -d and c&, g +,I, c E D#, by Lemma 2.3. 
Similarly, one can show that G$Z gcj n D# where # = (1, -d), so 
G4 = g4 n D#. Note that by the global square theorem, d is a nonsquare 
at infinitely many discrete spots. Now D& is a proper subgroup of P, 
for such spots p (by Proposition 1.6), so by the weak approximation 
theorem and the local square theorem we see that D,d/Gd is infinite. 
Q.E.D. 
By essentially the same proof we obtain the following analogous result. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let (b be a group form over a globalfield with dim 4 = 
2 mod 4 and dim q5 3 6. rf det C$ = --I then G+ = gq5 and Bc$/Gc# is 
finite and $ bar odd Witt index. Zf det C$ # - 1 then G$ = g+ n D(I, det 4) 
and &J/G4 is injnite. 
EXAMPLES 4.5. Our results show that if 4 is a group form over a 
global field P then the group index (@ : G4) is always infinite or of order 
2i with 0 < i < r where r is the number of real spots on F (if F is a 
nonreal global field then the index is either infinite or one). Our first two 
examples will show that all possible orders do occur. 
(1) Let F be a real algebraic number field with real spots p1 ,..., p,. . 
Choose a E F with a -=c 0 at p1 ,..., pi (where 0 < i < r) and a > 0 at 
the remaining real spots. Let I$ = (a, a) @ (6 x (1)). Then 4 is an 
anisotropic group form by (3.2) and r>$ consists of all field elements which 
are positive at pi+l ,..., pr , and G+ consists of all field elements which are 
positive at all real spots. Then (Bd : G+) = 2i with 0 < i < r. If we 
choose a < 0 at all real spots then $ is isotropic and (@ : G$) = 2’. 
(2) Let F be a global field and # = (1, 1, 1, b) where b is a nonsquare 
in F. Then $ is a group form by (3.2) and &/G# is infinite by Theorem 4.3. 
(3) If 4 is a four-dimensional group form over a global field F and 
if rj$/G$ is finite, then 4 is round (apply Theorems 2.4 and 4.3). 
Remark 4.6. If I# is an isotropic form over a local or global field, 
we can have &!J = G$ without $ being round, as we now show. If F is 
a local field, simply let 4 = (1, -1) @ Q/J where # is a four-dimensional 
anisotropic form. Now let F be a global field. By the method of Remark 2.7 
(letting a = 1) we can find a four-dimensional anisotropic form # with 
det z,A = 1 and with # hyperbolic at all spots except for two discrete 
spots. If we define 4 = (1, -1) @ # then a$ = & = G4 but $ is not 
round. 
Remark 4.7. If $ is a group form over any field F then there is a 
natural homomorphism of 0+($)/O’($) onto L@/G4, where O+(4) is 
the group of rotations of 4 and O’(4) is the spinorial kernel [2, p. 1371. 
If 4 is odd-dimensional then this homomorphism is an isomorphism. 
These remarks follow from Proposition 4.1 and the facts that G+ > p2 
and e(O+(#) = OqSffi2 (b ecause + is a group form), where 6: O+(# -p/p2 
is the spinor norm. 
Remark 4.8. If qS is a group form over a local field F then a$/G$ 
is always finite since G+ contains p2 (see [2, 63:9], of course, if 4 is an 
anisotropic group form then &j = G4 by Proposition 3.1). It is not hard 
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to prove the following analogs of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4 (for odd- 
dimensional forms see Proposition 4.1). Let d = det 4. 
(1) Let dim+ = Omod4. If dE@ then Lkj = CC& If d$p” 
then G+ = D{l, -d) is a subgroup of index 2 in B$ (by (1.6)). 
(2) Let dim 4 = 2 mod 4, dim 4 Z 6. If d E --p2 then Brj = G$. 
If d +! -p2 then Gq5 = D(1, d) is a subgroup of index 2 in a$. 
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